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1. INTRODUCTION
The successful sequencing of the human genome is a monumental
accomplishment. The application of this mountain of information to gain a better
fundamental understanding of the molecular basis of disease represents a
formidable challenge in the post-genomic era. For the first time, analysis of the
whole complex system may be considered in parallel to traditional focused
approaches. New global approaches must be developed to exploit this resource.
One technique, the use of mRNA expression arrays, has gained new popularity
in visualizing global patterns of transcription. Unfortunately there is a relatively
weak correlation between transcript abundance and the abundance of individual
proteins1. Also, critical signaling pathway components such as post-translational
modifications, and protein-protein interactions are overlooked by the expression
arrays. The emerging field of proteomics seeks to address some of these
challenges by focusing on which proteins are expressed, their abundance, how
they interact, and how they are modified in a global, unbiased fashion. Modern
mass spectral proteomic tools leverage the availability of genomic sequence
databases to match experimental spectra to genome-derived peptide and protein
sequence. This report will focus on some recent developments in bioinformatics
and proteomics methods based on mass spectrometry that provide new
capabilities to examine the structure of signaling cascades through global
phosphorylation site analysis from complex lysates.
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2. METHODS FOR PHOSPHOPROTEOMICS
Phosphorylation sites from cell-derived signaling molecules are extremely
difficult to detect due to their low abundance and low stoichiometry of
phosphorylation in a cellular milieu of abundant unphosphorylated proteins.
Although many approaches have been adopted to overcome this limitation, the
limited specificity and efficiency of phosphorylation site isolation from highly
multidimensional chromatographic separations such as MudPIT2 or low pH,
strong cation exchange3 renders a unique technical challenge in revealing the
phosphoproteome. Fundamentally, the poor quality of phosphopeptide tandem
mass spectra arising from their low abundance, poor ionization, and abundant
neutral loss of phosphate from phosphoserine and phosphothreonine residues
necessitates the manual validation of every candidate MS/MS spectra. This
time-consuming burden can be overcome by increasing the quality of the data
through the use of accurate mass4, better fragmentation methods such as ETD5,
more highly selective chromatography6,7, and development of new statistical
algorithms8. Limited dynamic range of mass spectrometers necessitates selective
enrichment of phosphopeptides to obtain the highest numbers of phosphorylation
sites from a complex mixture in the shortest amount of time. Furthermore,
optimal MS/MS spectra are obtained in the positive ion mode where the
additional negative charge of the phosphate group reduces the ionization
efficiency of phosphopeptides relative to unphosphorylated peptides.
Unfortunately, chemical removal of the phosphorylation site to improve the
ionization of phosphopeptides such as via beta-elimination leads to ambiguity of
the presence of the original phosphorylation site due to possible non-specific
reactions9. If we want definitive proof of the modification from the mass
spectrum, it is possible to overcome the dynamic range problem and poor
ionization of phosphopeptides by enriching the sample as much as possible.
By far the most established method for phosphopeptide enrichment has been
immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC)10. A range of variations has
been published, using different chromatographic materials, metal ions and
manual or automated setups10-13. Often, it is much easier to isolate
phosphopeptides from complex mixtures than to identify “the”
phosphopeptide(s) from individual proteins. Background binding of peptides
containing a high percentage of acidic amino acids to the IMAC column leads to
significant contamination of the enriched phosphopeptide samples and difficulty
applying IMAC alone to complex cellular lysates6. Increased IMAC selectivity
may be obtained through methyl ester derivatization of acidic amino acids,
resulting in higher yields of phosphopeptides6,7,11,14.
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3. PHOSPHOPROTEOMIC PLATFORM
Here I will describe an efficient phosphoproteomic method capable of discovery
of hundreds of phosphorylation sites within a single day based on methyl esters
IMAC6. This method has been improved significantly6 from its original
implementation11,14 (Figure 1a). First, complex mixtures of proteins are obtained
either from cells or tissue. Standard protein purification techniques such as
immunoaffinity purification of phosphotyrosine-containing proteins are useful in
focusing attention on smaller subpopulations of proteins such as tyrosinephosphorylated proteins. After addition of a standard phosphopeptide(s), the cell
or tissue derived proteins are most typically digested with trypsin and the

Figure 1. Proteomic platform for the analysis of phosphorylation sites from complex cell lysates as
6
originally described by Brill et al (Reprinted with permission; Copyright American Cancer Society).
(a) After addition of a standard phosphopeptide used for external relative quantitation, proteins are
optionally purified by phosphotyrosine immunoprecipitation prior to tryptic digestion of peptides.
The resulting collection of peptides is methylated in methanolic HCl to increase the selectivity of
subsequent separations and residual acid removed on a reversed-phase C18 column. Phosphorylated
peptides are enriched on an immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) column and then
eluted to a second reversed-phase C18 column. Peptides are then slowly eluted with a gradient of
acetonitrile into the mass spectrometer through a (b) custom-made electrospray emitter tip at 20
nl/min. (c) All columns are hand prepared on a pressure bomb through the application of 600 psi of
pressure to an emulsion of chromatographic resin through a 360 µm o.d. glass capillary fitted with a
porous frit.
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resulting peptides are converted to methyl esters with acidic methanol. Although
global internal labeling such as with D3/D0 methyl esters or iTRAQ reagents
provides the best relative quantitation15, we have found addition of synthetic,
non-genomic phosphopeptides to be a simple yet powerful method for relative
quantitation of phosphorylation 14 . The addition of a reversed-phase C18
“desalting” column after peptide methylation and before the IMAC column
efficiently removes the residual acidity from the methylation reaction and
increases phosphopeptide retention on a high capacity IMAC column. Peptides
are then slowly introduced to the high capacity IMAC column through gradient
elution from the desalting column. Phosphorylated peptides are retained on the
IMAC column while unphosphorylated proteins are removed with wash buffer.
Finally peptides are slowly introduced to a 75 µm i.d. C18 “pre-column” with
phosphate buffer and eluted into the mass spec through a 5 µm home-pulled
electrospray emitter tip pulled on 75 µm i.d. capillary and packed with C18 resin
(analytical column; Figure 1b). To maximize sensitivity, all columns in the
system are prepared in glass capillaries with a “pressure bomb” (Figure 1c).

4. AUTOMATION OF THE PHOSPHOPROTEOMIC PLATFORM
Automation of proteomic methods is essential to increase both the
reproducibility and the throughput of the analysis. The rapid and reproducible
identification of phosphorylation sites from complex cell-derived mixtures is a
crucial tool to accelerate signaling pathway discovery. It is critical to define not
only the location of phosphorylation on proteins but to define each
phosphorylation site’s biological significance within the pathway. The analysis
of site-directed mutants and protein disruptions of novel phosphorylation sites
will provide insights into the placement of sites within pathways. As a
complement to traditional approaches, the ability to define the perturbations in
global patterns of phosphorylation resulting from disruption of a protein or novel
phosphorylation site will provide vital clues about whether a new
phosphorylation site is relevant to a given signaling pathway and its location
within the pathway. A single time course phosphoproteomic experiment
typically generates information about hundreds of sites of phosphorylation. A
high-throughput system is therefore essential to perform both the initial
timecourse phosphoproteomic experiments but also the timecourse data-inspired
phosphoproteomic mutant analyses.
Here I describe a fully automated phosphoproteomic system for highthroughput phosphorylation site analysis controlled by custom-made automation
software adapted from Ficarro et al.7 (Figure 2). This system not only includes
critical automation of the necessary phosphopeptide separations and introduction
of peptides into the mass spectrometer as originally described by Ficarro et al7,
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Figure 2. Fully automated system for the analysis of phosphorylated peptides adapted from Ficarro
et al7 (Copyright John Wiley and Sons Ltd; Reproduced with permission.

but also the bioinformatic analysis of the resulting data. A typical time course
experiment generates tens of thousands of MS/MS spectra in a single day that
need to be compared to theoretical spectra derived from genomic sequence
databases with algorithms such as SEQUEST. Also software must be written to
provide the storage, organization, visualization and statistical analysis of the
data. We have directly coupled our automated mass spectrometer to a 16 cpu
sequest cluster and a custom-made phosphoproteomic relational database. After
completion of data acquisition, the automation software controls the transfer of
data to the SEQUEST cluster, searching of the data, and deposition of the
searched data into our custom-made proteomic relational database on a 3
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terrabyte data server. After loading an autosampler with methylated peptides
from complex mixtures, the system provides fully automated, unattended multidimensional chromatography with IMAC, nanospray with peak parking,
SEQUEST searching on a cluster of computers, and bioinformatic analysis of the
SEQUEST results in our database. To maintain 24/7 operational status, the
automation software alerts the operator if any problems arise via email through
its diagnostic capabilities.
Currently, there are no commercially available relational databases for the
analysis of large proteomic data sets. We have designed a proteomic relational
database that contains functionality to accelerate both the manual validation of
spectra and the bioinformatic analysis of proteomic data. The database has the
ability to display proteomics comparative analyses in a user-friendly, intuitive
interface allowing the investigator to quickly discern temporal and spatial
patterns of phosphorylation sites. One key feature of the database is an
automated match of newly acquired spectra to previously manually validated
spectra (2732 spectra so far), obviating redundant manual validation. Another
critical feature of the database is an interactive MS/MS spectral editor allowing
the electronic storage of manual annotations added directly to spectra during
manual spectral validation. We have integrated other newly developed
databases, such as the Human Reference Protein Database (HPRD)16, directly
within our database to provide automated lookup of phosphorylation sites and
protein-protein interactions from the literature and hyperlinking of the relevant
journal articles directly to the proteomic data. This feature allows the user to
quickly investigate literature connections to the novel phosphorylation sites
revealed in phosphoproteomic experiments, minimizing manual PubMed
searching. Ambiguous protein naming in the literature is clarified through
querying HPRD by peptide sequence (not currently available through the HPRD
website). While the data is loaded into the database with the automation
software, every peptide is BLAST searched against the genomic database. These
archived BLAST searches allow the user to rapidly analyze the many names
associated with a peptide assignment and permanently reassign the correct name
to each peptide. Together, this bioinformatic infrastructure provides for the
rapid analysis of phosphoproteomic data.

5. PHOSPHOPROTEOMICS APPLIED TO LYMPHOCYTE SIGNALING
To determine whether this IMAC technology platform is sensitive enough to
view phosphorylation sites from human T cells, pervanadate treated Jurkat T
cells were analyzed as described in Brill et al6. This analysis of phosphotyrosine
immunoprecipitated and IMAC enriched phosphopeptides from 20 minute
pervanadate stimulated Jurkat cells revealed 182 unique phosphorylation sites
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Table 1. Phosphopeptides detected in pervanadate treated Jurkat cells as reported by Brill at al6

Adapted with permission from L.M. Brill et al, Anal. Chem. 76(10), 2763-2772 (2004).
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Table 2: Phosphopeptides from anti-CD3/CD4 stimulated Jurkat cells as reported in Salomon et al .

Protein
Jurkat
CAS-L

NCBI
GI # Peptide Sequence
5453680 TGHGYVpYEYPSR

PO4 Site

Known 0 0.5 1
2
5
Site min min min min min

Y166

x

CBL

115855 IKPSSpSANAIpYSLAAR

S669,Y674 Y674

CD3δ

4502669 NDQVpYQPLR

Y149

CD3δ

4502669 DRDDAQpYSHLGGNWAR

Y160

17

x

x

x

x

18

x

x

x

x

x

x

CD3ε

4502671 DLpYSGLNQR

Y199

Y199

115997 NPQEGLpYNELQK

Y110

Y110

19

CD3ζ

115997 RKNPQEGLpYNELQK

Y110

Y110

19

Y122

19

Y141

19

115997 MAEApYSEIGMK

Y122

CD3ζ

115997 GHDGLpYQGLSTATK

Y141

115997 REEpYDVLDKR
Y83
Y83
7656965 pSHAENPTASHVDNEpYSQ S439,Y453, Y45320
PPRNpSR
S460

GADS

4758476 RHpTDPVQLQAAGR

T262

HS1

4885405 GFGGQpYGIQK

Y198

LIM lipoma 5031887 YYEGYpYAAGPGYGGR

Y301

PYK2

4758976 YIEDEDpYpYKASVTR

Y579,Y580

ZAP-70

1177033 RIDTLNSDGpYTPEPAR

Y292

ZAP-70
ZAP-70

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

19

CD3ζ
CD5

ZAP-70

x

x

CD3ζ
CD3ζ

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

Y579,
21
Y580
22

Y292
Y315,
PMPMDTSVpYESPpYSDPEE
Y315,Y319
1177044
23
LKDK
Y319
Y492,
1177044 ALGADDSpYpYTAR
Y492,Y493
22
Y493
22
1177044 ALGADDSYpYTAR
Y493
Y493

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

Jurkat Lck depleted
(J.CaM1.6)
Y579, x
21
Y580
Times are after anti-mouse IgG treatment (TCR crosslinking). Shaded areas indicate time points not
analyzed in the experiments.
Adapted with permission from A.R. Salomon et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 100(2), 443-448
(2003).
PYK2

4758976

YIEDEDpYpYKASVTR

Y579,Y580

residing on 151 different peptides. A total of 80 tyrosine, 83 serine, and
19threonine phosphorylation sites were observed (Table 1)6. Most importantly,
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this experiment established that all of these phosphorylation sites are associated
with a single cell line from a single experiment and that our methodology is
sensitive enough to see them. In contrast with traditional approaches, these
phosphorylation sites were not inferred from site-directed mutagenesis or in vitro
kinase reactions but were obtained directly from MS/MS sequencing of peptides
derived from whole cell lysates. The fact that many of these phosphorylation
sites are known to play critical roles in T cell signaling suggests that pervanadate
stimulation is a useful technique that provides many biologically relevant
phosphorylation sites.17-23
In an initial approach to understand the signaling pathways involved in T cell
activation, phosphorylation sites were comprehensively determined after T cell
receptor stimulation as described in Salomon et al14. This experiment utilized an
earlier version of the phosphoproteomic technology platform lacking the
desalting column and using the less sensitive LCQ mass spectrometer.
Phosphorylated peptides were isolated and sites of phosphorylation characterized
by MS/MS sequencing after receptor activation (0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 minute time
points)1 4 .
Up-regulation of ZAP-70 catalytic activity results from
phosphorylation of Tyr493 by Lck and autophosphorylation of Tyr319 following
tandem interactions of the ZAP-70 SH2 domains with immunoreceptor tyrosinebased activation motifs (ITAMs) on CD3ζ 23, 24 . Although we found fewer
phosphorylation sites due to the older methodology used in this experiment, this
time course experiment was able to show the sequential phosphorylation of
CD3ζ ITAM phosphorylation sites prior to ZAP-70 phosphorylation with careful
relative quantitation (as illustrated in Salomon et al14). All of the known in vivo
tyrosine phosphorylation sites of ZAP-70 were detected (Tyr292, Tyr315, Tyr319,
Tyr492, and Tyr493)22,23. Furthermore, tyrosine phosphorylation was effectively
absent in the Lck-depleted mutant cell line J.CaM1.6 on CD3/CD4 stimulation
(Table 2). Interestingly, despite the large volume of published work on T cell
signaling, these experiments also identified unreported sites of tyrosine
phosphorylation such as Tyr166 of Cas-L, which contains a strong consensus site
for binding to the Lck SH2 domain. Cas-L is known to bind to Lck kinase in
CD3-stimulated T cells, but the site of interaction has not been defined25 ;
phosphorylation of a Lck SH2 site on Cas-L suggests that Lck could bind this
site. Another novel phosphorylation site was observed at Tyr198 of HS1. HS1 is
known to be tyrosine phosphorylated as a consequence of anti-CD3 stimulation,
possibly through the action of Syk26,27, but again the site of phosphorylation was
not previously identified. Induced phosphorylation of CD3ζ, CD3δ, and CD3ε
was consistent with the expected phosphorylation of these ITAM regions19.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Through fusion of innovations in high-throughput chromatographic
separations of phosphopeptides, detection by mass spectrometry, and
bioinformatic analysis, we have assembled a formidable tool to complement the
traditional methodologies typically used to study signaling pathways. Although
discovery of a large and dynamic set of cell-derived phosphorylation sites in a
single proteomics experiment is an impressive accomplishment, understanding
which of these sites participate in a given signaling pathway and the nature of
this participation is the fundamental challenge confronting the proteomics
researcher. It is simply not feasible to make hundreds of site-directed mutants
and the associated knockout mice with current methodologies within a single lab
in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, complimentary high-throughput
follow-up strategies must be developed to ascertain whether newly discovered
phosphorylation sites participate in pathways and the nature of this participation.
Our new approach streamlines the usual signaling pathway analysis paradigm by
allowing for the production of mutants of phosphorylation sites and signaling
proteins shown to exist within cells as opposed to the usual motif-driven sitedirected mutagenesis approach. Also, phosphoproteomic characterization of
perturbations of global phosphorylation patterns in mutant cells will likely
provide a useful perspective on signaling pathways and ultimately a more rapid
understanding of the molecular basis of a wide array of diseases.
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